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1. General information on tenderers 

 
Main applicant:   

- Name: Khantadze Archil 

- Job title: Associate professor 

- Department / laboratory :  Tbilisi state university, Department of meteorology 

- Body: Ionosphere 

- Address: Chavchavadze av. 3 

- Country : Georgia 

- E-mail: manana_k@hotmail.com 

- Telephone: 995 32 39 25 45 

- Fax : 

Other tenderers: 
- Name: Kartvelishvili Karlo 

- Job title: Senior researcher 

- Department / laboratory : Institute of geophysics 

- Body: Magnetizm of  the Earth 

- Address: Aleksidze str. 1 

- Country : Georgia 

- E-mail: manana_k@hotmail.com 

- Telephone: 995 32  36 37 93 

- Fax : 

Other tenderers: 
- Name: Kachakhidze Nino 
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- Job title: Senior researcher 

- Department / laboratory : Tbilisi state university 

- Body: Seismology 

- Address:  Chavchavadze av. 1 

- Country : Georgia 

- E-mail:  nino_k_k@hotmail.com 

- Telephone: 995 32 39 25 45 

- Fax : 

 

Other tenderers: 
 

- Name: Kachakhidze Manana 

- Job title: Senior researcher 

- Department / laboratory : Tbilisi state university 

- Body: Seismology 

- Address:  Chavchavadze av. 1 

- Country : Georgia 

- E-mail:  manana_k@hotmail.com 

- Telephone: 995 32 39 25 45 

- Fax : 

 

User category (1 or 2)  
 

       2   
 

 

2. Information on the content of the proposal 

 

Name of proposal : Searching of  the Caucasus earthquakes ionospheric precursors 

 

Summary of proposal (10 lines)  The Caucasus is one of the most seismoactive region of 

the World. There are fixed more than 30 destroyed  earthquakes since 1900. 

       The region of the Caucasus is unique  by its special seismic activity and ionospheric - 

magnetic characteristics  - this region practically locates in the focus of the    S b  current 

system. 

             Presented group  has  a great experience in srudying of earthquakes problem.  It 

researchs  earthquakes precursors and triggering factors. 

       Including of our group into  DEMETER  Programme is vital not only by scientific  

but practical point of view.  

 

Sources of finance:    ---------------- 

 

Data required and level of data :    
 

- IMSC     (yes)  Level 2 

- ICE        (yes)   Level 2 

- IAP       (yes)    Level 2 

- IDP       (yes)    Level 2 

- ISL        ( no) 

 

Preferred geographical areas: 
 

mailto:nino_k_k@hotmail.com
mailto:nino_k_k@hotmail.com
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(give the name of the area and its geographical coordinates) 

 The Caucasus 
  = 30,3 

0
 – 49, 293 

0
 

 = 36,45 
0
 – 56, 956 

0
 

 

Time slot chosen (if any):   
 
- Start:  01.09..2007 

- End:   01.04. 2012 

- Instrument  - we have not the modern instruments. 

- Seismic activity – The Caucasus is one of the most seismoactive region of  Transazian 

zone. There are fixed  more than 30 earthquakes with  M 6 during last century. 

 

3. Detailed description of the scientific aims and plan of work (3 to 4 pages)  

 

 

  Searching of  the Caucasus earthquakes ionospheric precursors 

 

 

          Studying   of the dunamic processes which are directly connected with seismicity is the 

main  task of  the modern seismology.  Searching  of this task   will  greatly bring us to the 

solve  of earthquakes problem  and  reduction  of the region seismic danger and risk. 

          The difficulties of the searching are given  by many reasons. The main difficulty is  

the local and regional geodynamic  particularity, which   is caused by differences of the 

geologocal structure, by  changing of the stress field in the Earth crust, by different physical 

fields  direct  and indirect influences on the earthquake preparing  processes and etc. 

 Discussing about Earthquakes we must  say  that we do not  own  the enough  

knowledge  and information yet about  earthquake  preparing and it's  realization in  the Earth 

dept in reality. Because of  it we made use the indirect  methods in seismology or  observe all 

phenomena which  accompanies  the earthquake preparing process or (and) are caused by  

increasing  of the tectonic  tenses and (or) deformations in the seismosphere. There are  

mechanical, electromagnetic and  atmospheric phenomena also. 

 The Caucasus is   one of the seismoactive  region of the transazian zone. The 

earthquakes take place very often here. The many  large earthquakes are fixed in the Caucasus 

in the historical past which caused  serious destroy  and human victim. 

           The more than  30 earthquakes with  M 6.0 are fixed by the instrumental data in the 

Caucasus seismoactive region only since 1900. 

           The increasing intensity action of   antropogenic processes in the Caucasus 

seismoactive region gives  the project  great importance. Constructions of  powerful 
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reservoirs, hydroelectris and atomic stations, the intensive   mining of natural resources and 

etc. are the very factors which increase the danger of induced earthquakes origin. 

           Because of it the tasks  presented in the project are actual and importance not only  by  

scientific but of the practical point of view taking into consideration that  urbanization and 

developing of industrial technologies cause  the increasing risk of  such catastrophic 

phenomena as it is earthquake. 

            Rather interesting idea has cropped up in recent years about the possibility of gradual 

release of seismic energy by the use of different methods (through pumping of water, 

underground nuclear explosions etc).  

            If one manages to elaborate such a means of "controlling" earthquakes, human losses 

and the economic-ecological  damage caused by earthquakes would be completely avoided.   

            But the realization of the above given idea is only available on the stage of the 

development of seismology and the stage of studies in the field of physics of the Earth at 

large, when not only the precursors but also triggering factors of earthquake would be studied 

at a rather high level in order to define their simultaneous action on tectonic tensions in the 

seismically active region. 

            By this point of view for solving of earthquakes problems it is  necessary  to work  out 

tasks by stages: first of all we must to collect rezults based on the searching of each 

geophysical fields separately and than to generalize  them for the concrete seismic situation of 

the region. 

            For such seismoactive region as  it is the Caucasus the searching of the precursors is 

vital. 

           We have great experiences in the revealing of the seismic and atmospheric electric 

(atmospheric electric field potential gradient) precursors but   because of specific geophysical 

structure of the focus areas and the comples geophysical processes taking place there, the 

earthquake precursor is  not always revealed itself.  This is the reason of the pessimism of the 

scientists certain group  about precursory searching. 

          Based on the above mentioned it is clear the  necessity of the ionospheric effects  

studying caused by seismic activity for the Caucasus region.  

          The solid layers displacement processes take place in the focuses of the seismic activity 

before earthquakes as a rule and we have the dry friction between surfaces. It is known that 

acustic waves generate in the infra acustic diapazon during these processes.  

          On coming out of the Earth surface these especially low frequency acustic waves 

transformation into gravity- acustic waves during distribution process in the atmosphere. The 
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scheme of this nonlinear transformate  is very well known theoretically and it is necessary 

existance of the atmosphere density heterogeniety and wind velocity gradient for its 

realization. 

       These conditions especially are well accomplished in the regions of the complex 

orrography, for instance: the Balkan and the Caucasus.  

        The absorption of the acustic - gravity waves does not take place practically in the 

atmosphere natural layes and they reach low layers of ionosphere in several minutes which 

are characterized by the strong  turbulance. 

         In this layer the wave - medium type nonlinear relation takes place as a result of which 

we have got partial disipation and transformation onto hydrodynamic high frequency but 

electrodunamic ultra low frequancy slow and fast magnetohydrodynamic waves which 

changes turbulent background sharply. The linear sizes of this effect is not more than 3 - 7 km 

in hight but horizontal size depends on the regional heterogeneity which are very well proved 

by “Demeter ” data. 

           It is natural that by the indicator of the ionosphere low turbulent perturbated  layer are 

used ULF  (ultra low frequency) electromagnetic waves by with we may define the critical 

frequency of this turbulence but diagnostic of the ionosphere by these waves is not easy and 

simple. 

           First of all it is very principal that height of the ionospheric low turbulent layer must be 

maximal stable which is comperatively well conditioned in the global   S b  current system 

focus of the ionosphere. 

           Besides we must take into account the structure of the Earth magnetic field  

perturbation which may do some corrections in the dunamic of the turbulent layer. 

         Based on the  above mentioned  it is necessary that “Demeter” observations will take 

place in the regions where on the  one hand the first condition is well accomplished and on the 

other hand  there are anomalies of the geomagnetic field which are capable of geomagnetic 

field dippol structure significantly changing up to low ionospheric heights. By this point of 

view the region of the Georgia is unique not only by its high orrography but by its special 

seismic activity and ionospheric - magnetic characteristics also (this region practically locates 

in the focus of the    S b  current system).  

         By our mind including of the Georgia to the “Demeter” observation system will help us 

to study ionospheric effects caused by seismic activity of the region.  
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Plan of work : 

 

1. Instalation of required instruments for studies of  both satelite data and studies of ground 

data ; 

2. The  access to the following information and data ; 

3. Use the data from DEMETER and carried out using data for  reaearch purpose ; 

4. Present our work to meetings of the DEMETER International Science Team. 

 

 

4. Description of the activities and bibliography of tenderers concerning the project 
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